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'There's a lot of Fear,' Gordon Quan on
Immigration Ban
Angela Morris, Texas Lawyer

January 30, 2017

Houston lawyer Gordon Quan knows more than a little about immigration bans. His parents and
grandparents all came from China, and Quan was born there, but raised in the United States from a
young age. He thought the United States would have learned its lesson from the Chinese Exclusion
Act, which banned laborers coming from China from 1882 to 1943.

"Yet we still battle these things now," said Quan, a prominent, 40-year immigration lawyer who won a
Texas Lawyer Lifetime Achievement Award in 2016. "The principals we believe are: All people are
created equal with unalienable rights to life, liberty and happiness. Opposed to stigmatizing people—
saying Muslims are bad or Chinese are bad or whatever thing we want to target—don't judge people
by their ethnicity, but by their actions."

Texas Lawyer spoke with Quan about President Donald Trump's recent executive order temporarily
banning entry to the United States for refugees and travelers from seven Middle Eastern countries, a
topic that kept Quan busy over the past few days. Here are his answers, edited for brevity and clarity.

Q: What has kept you busy since Trump issued the order?

A: Clients are calling, worried about whether they can travel, whether they can sponsor their relatives,
whether anything further may happen to them. There's a lot of fear. They are by and large our existing
clients, but I thought it was interesting: My secretary's daughter asked her mom for our business cards
because she said, 'My classmates at school are worried and want to know an immigration lawyer in
case their families get in trouble.' She only is in 10th grade. It's not only our clients, but a widespread
fear throughout the community. I was at the intercontinental airport yesterday at a protest. I wanted to
talk to people about: What brings you here? I thought it interesting: A Chinese girl with a degree in
geology had a sign that said, 'Who is next after the Muslims?' An Ecuadorian woman with a green
card said, 'Who knows if they will come after me?'

Q: What are your personal thoughts about the order?

A: I understand it's important to guard against terrorism, but by the same token, when a president
uses a broad brush and saying anyone from these seven countries will be reviewed, without
explaining what happens and how the measure will take place—I don't feel he has worked with
Customs and Border Protection to set out guidelines on what they are expected to do. Because it's in
such a general format, I think people are implying there will be total rejection of these individuals.
Even the service is having to ask, 'What is this vetting going to be?' There is a lot of confusion out
there, and because of the confusion, mistrust and fear.
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Q: What laws are implicated by the order?

A: It even goes all the way to constitutionality as to whether it's so overly broad as to violate due
process rights and equal protection under the Constitution. I don't think there's a prohibition against
targeting areas where there are threats, but what's necessary is just explaining in more detail what
characteristics—not to say everyone from those countries.

Q: In the end, do you think the order will stand up to legal challenges?

A: I think that it will not stand up to legal challenges, but I think the administration is going to learn and
come back with clearer guidelines. They will do, in essence, some of the same things, but in a more
thoughtful manner. Mr. Trump is not used to government and how it works, opposed to private
industry, where you can make a directive and tell staff do this. He needs to be more deliberative as to
what the Constitution and rules allow.

Q: If the order were to stand up, how would it impact immigration attorneys and their clients?

A: I think there's going to be limited direct impact as to these countries in question. They are not high
areas of immigration to the United States. As far as refugee processing, that is normally handled by
nonprofit agencies involved with refugee resettlement. It's not something private attorneys are so
much involved with. But the implication is: If you do it with this group, who knows how much you will
expand it to other groups? There are significant Muslim populations in countries throughout the world,
so what criteria is he going to use and how is he going to go through the screening? Those questions
lie ahead, if this is the beginning of something bigger.

Q: During your 40 years practicing immigration law, have you ever seen something like this?

A: The only thing kind of like this was during the Iranian hostage situation, where the United States
suspended Iranians from coming to the United States, and closed our consulate in Tehran. We
canceled diplomatic relations with Iran. There was an act of violence against the United States that
lead to that, whereas these countries have done nothing against the United States at this time. We
don't have hostilities going on directly—as when [Iran] held our diplomats as hostages. Even then, we
had higher vetting, but still eventually let Iranians come through our ports of entry if they were
qualified. It was not a pure blockage. That is not nearly the same as what we are seeing today.
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